
Music & Wellness for Adults

MISSION AND HISTORY

Harmony, Hope & Healing supports and accompanies individuals and families on their journey
towards improved quality of life. The curriculum offered focuses on cumulative skill acquisition
through structured activities in a prosocial environment, providing participants the tools they
need to communicate complex emotions and experiences. In partnership with 11 social service
agencies, Harmony, Hope & Healing provides in person and virtual music programs to over
1,000 women, men and children who are striving to heal from trauma related to homelessness,
incarceration, and addiction. We also provide performance, public speaking, and employment
opportunities for former participants through the Building Community Leaders Initiative.

Since becoming a nonprofit in 2003, Harmony, Hope & Healing has served over 11,000
individuals. Originating from the individual volunteer work of our founder, we celebrate 17 years
of fulfilling a critical role in the healing of many. Harmony, Hope & Healing started with the
dedication and passion of one woman. Marge Nykaza, our founder, developed a program for
women in recovery and their children at St. Martin de Porres House of Hope, a shelter located
on the south side of Chicago. Not only did the program expose the women and their families to
a variety of new musical learning experiences, program staff noted the residents were better
equipped to manage their stress and anger; residents were less depressed and exhibited
increased self-esteem. From this single program, our organization has grown into a community
of hope and wellness throughout the Chicagoland area.

Our programs are built upon current research of music’s impact on the brain and body,
restorative justice methodologies, trauma-informed care and other wellness practices. Harmony,
Hope & Healing recognizes that while everyone comes from diverse backgrounds and life
experiences, we all share a common humanity and are deserving of an affirming, nonjudgmental
environment in which one is empowered to heal and rebuild their life. 



Adult Music & Wellness Curriculum
Our music and wellness curriculum focuses on cumulative skill acquisition through structured
exercises in a prosocial environment, and the ultimate goal is to help provide improved quality of
life by introducing space for creative expression and collaboration. The program provides
participants the tools needed to communicate complex emotions and experiences, such as the
wellness toolbox and songwriting journal. Below is an overview of the songwriting curriculum
with examples of supplemental tools:

Week 1: Telling Our
Stories

● Introduce ourselves and lead through some basic activities of
Harmony, Hope & Healing (Circle Reading, Lyric Analysis, etc.)

● Lyric analysis of a “story song”
● Journal prompt: Freewriting or freedrawing to music of their

choice.

Week 2: Putting Our
Words To Music

● Class: Introduce Fill In The Blank song activity
● Journal prompt: What songs do you associate strong emotions

with? List 3, with short explanations attached.

Week 3: Remixing Our
Stories

● Class: Defining a "Remix", Choose a song to remix as a group
● Journal prompt: Attempt to rewrite a verse of your favorite song.

Weeks 4-5: How Do We
Write Our Stories?

● Class: Creating a creative toolbox as a class; basics of
songwriting and in-class practice rewriting verses

● Journal prompt: Fill up your Wellness Tool Box.

Weeks 6-7: The
Importance of Editing

● Class: Editing Activity, editing first drafts
● Journal prompt: Entry on coping skills. What does editing” our

thoughts or feelings'' look like during times of stress?

Week 8: Sharing/
Re-telling Our Stories

● Class: Performing/recording our remix
● Journal prompt: Final thoughts and reflection, short pilot

evaluation

Curriculum Resources:

Social and Emotional Learning
The Center for Academic, Social and Emotional Learning (CASEL) defines SEL as "the process
through which children and adults understand and manage emotions, set and achieve positive
goals, feel and show empathy for others, establish and maintain positive relationships, and
make responsible decisions.



Addressing Adverse
Childhood Experiences
(ACEs)
ACEs are traumatic events,
such as witnessing abuse in the
home, dealing with food and/or
housing insecurity, or
experiencing the death of a
loved one, in childhood (ages
0-17) and can lead to long
lasting negative impacts on a
person’s wellbeing. Our
classes, which align with the
CDC’s ACEs intervention
strategies, provide a space to
learn and practice parenting
skills, communication skills and
other pro social behaviors.

Therapeutic Songwriting
Drawing from our own research and the current music therapy literature, we have started to
incorporate therapeutic songwriting techniques into our classes. Therapeutic songwriting and
lyric creation help participants to practice wellness tools, engage in deeper self-reflection,
reclaim personal agency, and take creative risks in a safe and supportive environment. While
our music facilitators are not music therapists, our organization regularly consults with
board-certified music therapists to ensure that we are facilitating and using therapeutic
songwriting in a safe and effective way.

Plans for Growth:

Digital Citizenship
By introducing digital citizenship as part of our curriculum, we ensure participants and partner
sites have what they need to make the most of virtual programming in both education and
technology. Of the nine aspects of digital citizenship, our curriculum incorporates practice of
digital literacy, digital etiquette, and digital health/wellness into every class in order to give our
participants a full class experience, even over a computer screen.

Mentorship Program
Harmony, Hope & Healing is creating a new creative mentorship program for both facilitators
and participants. Each mentor will be placed with a mentee based on their creative interests and
mentor’s expertise. Some of the creative areas in which we are interested in providing
mentorship include: voice, piano, music theory, guitar, ukulele, drumming and world music,
poetry, storytelling, songwriting, creative writing, sound healing.


